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In a world where only men can do magic, and women are bought and sold like cattle, five girls stand up,
determined to shatter the oppression.

You Are Mine

Serena knows a few simple things. She will always be owned by a warlock. She will never have freedom.
She will always do what her warlock wishes, regardless of how inane, frivolous, or cruel it is. And if she
doesn’t follow the rules, she will be tarnished. Spelled to be bald, inked, and barren for the rest of her
life—worth less than the shadow she casts.

Then her ownership is won by a barbarian from another country. With the uncertainty that comes from
belonging to a new warlock, Serena questions if being tarnished is really worse than being owned by a
barbarian, and tempts fate by breaking the rules. When he looks the other way instead of punishing her, she
discovers a new world. The more she ventures into the forbidden, the more she learns of love and a freedom
just out of reach. Serena longs for both. But in a society where women are only ever property, hoping for
more could be deadly.

Mine to Spell

Cynthia has always hidden from her father’s hexes behind her older sister. When her family gains
independence unheard of for women, she’s relieved that her days of harsh punishments are over. But as her
seventeenth birthday approaches—the typical age to be sold to a new master—death threats endanger her
sisters. She now faces two options: run or meet society’s expectations.

For once, Cynthia isn’t going to let her older sister shield her from the problem. She’s going to prove to
herself, her sisters, and society that her family isn’t a threat to their traditions. She willingly chooses to be
purchased by a new master. A bold step that takes her somewhere she never thought she would go and to a
man she might possibly fall in love with. With his help, she may just find a way to save her sisters while
discovering how to stand up for herself. If she lives long enough.

Mine to Fear

Waverly resents being sent home to Evando just as things are getting intense in Chardonia. She can't just sit
in safety while her friends suffer under oppression and restrictions simply because they are women.

Upon returning to Chardonia, she discovers conditions have degraded faster than she thought possible, and
her mere presence puts her loved ones in grave danger. When the Grand Chancellor calls for a change in
laws that threatens the lives of her friends, her family, and anyone who doesn't comply, her only option is to
run, with both friend and foe.

As the stakes grow higher with each passing day, Waverly must become the leader she's never been, or her
life, and the lives of all those she cares for, will be lost.



Sacrifice of Mine

After a ravaging war, Bethany and her family are forced to flee to Envado. There, women are safe from the
oppressive rule of male owners. When her pursuers draw too close, Bethany stays behind to buy her sisters
time to escape and she's captured.

She's turned over to a depraver who tarnishes her. Now bald, branded, and barren, she's worth less than the
shadow she casts. From this lowly place she leads the tarnished to overthrow the Grand Chancellor--the man
behind Chardonia's oppressive rules against women and the tarnished. If they fail to defeat him and his
supporters, all will be lost.

Mine to Tarnish

Katherine’s place is the same as any woman’s—on the shelf next to the dresses and bolts of cloth. When
she’s sold to a warlock, life grows even bleaker. Her new owner is as old and rancid as he is cruel, driving
her to do the unthinkable: run.

Nothing prepared her for being on her own. And she’s definitely unprepared for the warlocks hunting her
down. But she must stay one step ahead because if caught, the best she can hope for is death.
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From reader reviews:

Eunice Bourque:

What do you concerning book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you need
something to explain what the one you have problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy particular
person? If you don't have spare time to do others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have
extra time? What did you do? Everyone has many questions above. They have to answer that question
simply because just their can do that will. It said that about guide. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is
correct. Because start from on pre-school until university need this specific Mine Series Box Set to read.

Tasha Page:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information today can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a knowledge or any news even a concern. What people must be consider
if those information which is within the former life are difficult to be find than now could be taking seriously
which one is appropriate to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you get the unstable resource
then you obtain it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities
will not happen in you if you take Mine Series Box Set as your daily resource information.

Richard Reardon:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the title Mine Series Box
Set suitable to you? Typically the book was written by well known writer in this era. Typically the book
untitled Mine Series Box Setis the main of several books that everyone read now. This specific book was
inspired a number of people in the world. When you read this guide you will enter the new shape that you
ever know just before. The author explained their idea in the simple way, consequently all of people can
easily to recognise the core of this reserve. This book will give you a great deal of information about this
world now. In order to see the represented of the world in this particular book.

Laurence Asher:

That book can make you to feel relax. This specific book Mine Series Box Set was colorful and of course has
pictures on there. As we know that book Mine Series Box Set has many kinds or type. Start from kids until
youngsters. For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and think that you are the
character on there. Therefore , not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it offers you feel happy,
fun and chill out. Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading this.
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